
CHRONICLES OF A NEW WORLD                                                       25th of December 2020 

CHRONICLE N°8 

Faith, key of the dimensional portals’ opening 
& 

“Quantum” changes and symptoms 

Ordinary people could never imagine to what extent the path towards Knowledge of the 
Service to Others, scattered of pitfalls, remains exhausting. It is folly, but it is vital, even 
often amusing ! Maybe they do still imagine that light must sweat from the body when 
they are meditating, or that they would manage to ascend better through singing, dances, 
whilst reciting mantras or burning candles. Nothing of all of this is true ! 

The Fourth Way’s school is absolutely not this ! It is tough for the human being’s ego, 
difficult to put up with for the body, harrowing for the soul, as it builds itself on solid 
experiences lived amongst this 3rd density world’s folly. And continuously, painfully 
hammering the individual’s brain in order to maintain him awakened, this Way generously 
maintains half-opened the access doors to Knowledge. 

Prerequisite in order to bring the human being to understand how to find Faith again, this 
Fourth Way - the “Way of the Madman” -, in which it is about passing incognito in this 
world of folly, remains determining in order for a few number of people to be able to 
initiate themselves into creating new time-lines, and that by following their steps, 
humanity can learn from itself how to get out from its own folly. 

Within this school, we have studied the multiple manners of which our resistances 
conjugate themselves facing the uncomfortable situations of a change. And having known 
how to detect that every change supposes that the human being who decides to follow 
this Way, learns how to model his new world himself, we have been witnesses of the 
manner through which the ancient global chaos could erase itself from the reality of these 
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Madmen who followed this Way ! It was folly ! The “Way of the Madman” became the 
Faith of the “You”  ! 1

However, we have also noticed that as long as ancient attachment still remained 
engraved within our memories, we often assisted to all of the diversifications of the 
manifestation of denial, of the “everything is O.K”, of its realities’ boycott, and of its 
numerous unconscious sabotages. This quite simply, because this denial was corrupted 
by fear. 

The consciousness seizures, always difficult, complicated, sometimes disordered or 
fluctuating, therefore have never followed an all planned out path towards the total and 
immediate understanding. Progressing on this Fourth Way has then become a gesture of 
great courage, a very deep intimate resolution and a Madman’s Faith act, which 
requested us to explore every wound of the soul so to decide on the resources in order to 
get through it. 

The ordinary human, trapped within his ordinary folly, still persists in believing that the 
only thing that he should “preserve” is his existence. He has therefore preferred to choose 
to fear for his own security and has stopped living, kissing, greeting… And having 
abandoned the true human interactions, he has quite simply believed into everything 
which has been suggested to him to believe in. He browsed the magazines believing 
everything that he read. He listened to the television news believing everything which was 
said. And by believing in being more intelligent than others, he has even made his own 
selection of fake news over the internet, in order to choose the lies in which he could still 
believe in ! 

He has in this way abandoned his freedom, imposed a mask upon himself and has lost 
his Faith. And by losing his Faith, he has lost his sovereignty, and by losing his 
sovereignty, he is going to lose his life.  

The ordinary human still does not understand how Faith accomplishes miracles. We have 
assured it continuously : if it must be, Faith can lift mountains ! Yet, not ever remembering 
himself of the manner of how Faith manages to transform their reality, people believed 
that they had to fight or rebel themselves in order to save their existence. Therefore many 
have rebelled themselves, and finally obviously, some, instead of preserving their 
existence, have lost their life.


 The Way of the Madman means « la Voie du Fou » and it became « la Foi du Vous », meaning 1

« the Faith of the You ».  So, in french, it is interesting and funny to notice the reversal of the 
letters « V » and « F ».
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Having Faith, therefore involves in understanding that if everyone 
would give himself the means to overtake each of his fears, a 
strength would be set in motion, in order for certain events to turn to 
his advantage, within his reality. “God help those who help 
themselves !”, said Hercules to the entangled waggoner. (Fable of 
Jean de la Fontaine) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KU4OUKpO6g 

The universe being electromagnetic, as long as the individual remained influenced 
by the least emotion of rebellion, any low frequency of fear, of struggle or of revolt, 
he would persist in attracting to him circumstances which will comfort him in his 
suspicions. 

Whereas the human being possesses the great luck of being born human, he should 
therefore be intelligent enough to understand that he attracts to him what he 
vibrates. And if he stopped to accredit denial, he would overtake his fears and through 
his sovereignty, would manifest his new reality himself. 

There is the true human being’s creator power ! 

We have already said it : the ordinary human is gifted of a still very far from being 
individualized consciousness. And as it still not is as such, it remains in permanence 
under the influence of diverse predatory entities. The consciousness of ordinary 
individuals is therefore hardly more advanced than the animals’ one. 
 

We know that the 3rd density humanity, the one which fights, which defends itself, which 
combats, which rebels itself against its similar-ones, has arrived at the end of cycle ! And 
despite its thinkers, its science, its doctors, its secret services, its suppression’s forces, 
its armies, its generals, its ultra-modern arsenal, its so-called artificial and advanced 
technological “intelligence” and all of these things which the elites still hide from us, it will 
soon be the end of the ordinary human being. And their “ordinary” elites know it ! 

However, everybody still persists to serve their masters : “intra-terrestrial or 
extraterrestrial” psychic entities, who organise their thoughts and who work to 
appropriate the planet to themselves. We have talked about it back and forth - upwards 
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and downwards in the Angel’s Dialogues, in the Notebooks, up to the Chronicles. On the 
face of it, we will not come back to the subject anymore. 

Nevertheless, our work which becomes even more fascinating, brings us to go always 
further in our understanding. Times change ! And at the same time that these times 
change, more and more often, dimensional lines overlap, cross, split themselves and the 
events bring themselves forward ! 

Then, certain experiences clarify themselves, sometimes becoming quite surprising. The 
Cassiopaeans had already warned that “things will become more and more strange”. 
Indeed, by periods, we have been able to notice that these strange phenomenons, 
sometimes described by quantum mechanics, are set into a cause through the manner in 
which we orientated or took advantage of our thoughts. And occasionally, our thoughts 
being able to generate such strange phenomenons, that if we were not warned about 
them, they could bring us into irrational disagreements or unexplainable anger-states. 

Thankfully we have this knowledge and thanks to our numerous experiences, we now 
know how to detect dimensional openings or overlap realities which allow these 
phenomenons, without 

quarreling.


So, what are we talking about ? 

First and foremost, in order for the reader to be able to understand what all this is about, 
we will talk about a few facts. Then, we will add what the “Angel from the future” had 
communicated on this topic.  

A while ago, while Jenaël was transcribing the Angel’s Chronicle n°6, he was writing a 
sentence of a paragraph in the simple future tense. Then re-reading it within the text’s 
context, he changed his mind, then rewrote it in the future perfect tense. Lengthily 
hesitating between the two versions, he finally decided to leave it in the future perfect 
tense.  

Version 1 

[...] It is in this way that the truth about the subject concerning your universe’s 
structure, has been classified as top-secret via the military industrial complex 
which since recently, has raised itself to the rank of pretender in “wanting to control 
the interplanetary space”. Evil will have taken him ! [...] 

Version 2 

[...] It is in this way that the truth about the subject concerning your universe’s 
structure, has been classified as top-secret via the military industrial complex 
which since recently, has raised itself to the rank of pretender in “wanting to control 
the interplanetary space”. Evil (will have) took him ! [...] 

He finally sent the text to Sand who, via mail, received this version : 
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Version 3 

[...] It is in this way that the truth about the subject concerning your universe’s 
structure, has been classified as top-secret via the military industrial complex 
which since recently, has raised itself to the rank of pretender in “wanting to control 
the interplanetary space”. Evil (will have) tooken him ! [...] 

The unwarned people would unquestionably tell themselves that it is about a typing or 
distraction error. So be it ! If there were no other examples, maybe ! However, in our 
everyday-life, other singularity’s templates of the same type take form quite regularly. 

We understood later that these templates quite simply revealed shared realities’ 
phenomenons, in which within a first reality we had done the experience of something, 
however in another one, we had not done it. These phenomenons were starting to 
become much too obvious to be put over fate’s account. 

Another example : 

One night, after having cleaned a food processor and by meticulously lining up three 
pieces the long of the chopping board, Sand left the three small rubber blocks to dry 
on the kitchen’s work surface. Jenaël, then passing close by, noticed them and said to 
himself : “these rubber blocks should not disappear”. In order to prevent them from rolling 
over somewhere, he therefore gathered them together even more carefully. 

The next morning, there only remained two rubber pieces placed on the work surface ! 
Nevertheless, they were again still perfectly aligned on the long of the chopping board ; 
whereas the day before, Jenaël had conscientiously gathered them into a small pile. And 
imagining that Sand had maybe got up in the night to realign them, he noticed this 
strangeness, making her note the disappearance of one of the three small pieces. 

We had quickly understood that the singularities of that type remained unexplainable for 
rational spirits, who would put them on the inattention’s account. However, inattention 
was precisely not the cause of these phenomenons, because in both cases, there would 
rather have been an excess of watchfulness.  

Lately, other similar cases of shared realities happened again. However, we are not going 
to relate them all, as what is most interesting is to understand how that type of thing can 
happen. 

(Other anecdotes of that type appear in the Angel’s Dialogue n°35 
https://bienvenussurlanouvelleterre.jimdofree.com/2014-dialogue-35/) 

Modern physics tries to explain them in quantum mechanics’ theories which claim, for 
example that : via a phenomenon of realities’ superposition, a sort of ubiquity gift, an 
individual could be at several places at the same time. 

However, only being theoretical, quantum mechanics generally reject this idea when it 
concerns the “flesh and bone” human being. Yet, on the human scale, precisely in the 
“dimension” in which these physicists hold themselves in when they observe the 
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experience, they can nevertheless notice this ubiquity phenomenon on the atomic scale, 
when it is highlighted by the two splits’ experience, in which effectively, a particle can be 
in many places at the same time. 

https://youtu.be/S-2h98jeKg4 

Their very interesting approach however remains very restricted, as once again, this 
theory is developed by scientists endowed with a 3rd density consciousness, therefore 
very limited by their intelligence. This quantum theory of the individual’s duplication, 
would therefore be truer than they believe it themselves ! 

As at the moment where the observer “notices the experience”, himself being planted in 
3rd density, he remains gifted of a 3rd density limited intelligence and consciousness, 
ignoring that a certain number of doubles (or alter egos) realizing similar experiences on 
other planes of reality, make to themselves the exact same reflections than him 
concerning this theory. 

Verified concerning the electrons on the quantum level, this theory would therefore be 
valid for every object, even for the human being’s body, what physicists seem to ignore, 
as they practically never look after the so called spiritual planes, and that they do not 
seem to take them into account within their observations. 

We already had come up to the subject in the Angel’s Dialogue n°34 : 

[...] In order for this world to exist, it needs to be that there is “someone” who 
makes it exist and who observes his creation, which implies that there inevitably 
are multiple creators-observers who create and observe their own creations and 
this, at the same moment. These creators-observers only are « other us  » on a 
superior consciousness plane (this means beyond 3rd density). Therefore, these 
creators-observers fully exist in a tangible reality within the superior worlds’ 
hierarchy compared to ours. […]


Let’s then come back to the story of our small rubber pieces ! 

It is in this way that “on our human scale” in which the three small rubber pieces were 
drying on our kitchen’s work space, the quantum mechanics could in theory, have 
understood how one of these three small pieces could have disappeared, as on an 
atomic level, this theory through which a particle can find itself at many places at the 
same time is already verified ! 

It is therefore effectively about a mass, position and speed story. However, a mass, 
position and speed story, of whom or of what ? Of the observed object ? Obviously, but 
not only ! 

We should be able to understand that in certain circumstances, certain objects can 
effectively be at many places at the same time. Then, why could the eyes or the 
observer’s body not be ?
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Because these places depend on the position of the observer when he observes his 
world, of his movement’s speed and of the energy that he deploys or focuses via his 
observation. 

The ancients certainly said with reason : “when we have our head elsewhere, we are not 
there !” 

Then, would the true question not be : through which of “our heads” is produced the 
biggest quantity of psychic energy during this observation ? 

In other words, who are the alter egos who were present during this observation and/or 
from which reality’s plane, or from which world is produced or comes from the 
observation’s energy which transforms waves into particles ? 

Would the quantum mechanics still have not understood that they, themselves, were 
subdued to their Self’s consciousness’ ubiquity (omnipresence/omni-consciousness of 
the Self) in all of his worlds, then becoming themselves the creators-observers subsisting 
in the tangible realities of their superior world ? 

And when they observe all of these “quantum states’ coherent superpositions” in the 
infinitely small, these physicists often forget that on the macroscopic level, this means on 
the cosmos’ scale, the atom would represent the human being’s body, whereas the 
wave’s function could be assigned to the Wave which materializes the frontier between 
our world and its numerous neighbors : the parallel realities’ dimensions.


The human soul exists in all of these worlds or parallel dimensions at the same time. 
Sometimes incarnated, sometimes not. However, in all of these worlds, sometimes 
physical, sometimes astral, the memories of its experiences remain engraved in a sort of 
infinite “Knowledge’s magnetic library” which then “forever” forms this famous 
morphogenetic field. 
See the Angel’s Chronicle n°4 : Morphogenesis and morphogenetic of the worlds of after 
https://unfuturdifferent.jimdofree.com/chronique-4-sand-jenael/ 

These worlds’ multitudes in which the soul is present, even if the Self does not choose to 
incarnate himself in it, would represent the universe’s Wave’s function. However when the 
Self decides to incarnate himself in one of these worlds, his intelligence starts to imagine 
its “shapes/containers”. Then, “charging themselves with energy”, these shapes 
accumulate density. Then, by the gravitation’s laws, the “dense particles” mass together 
in order to establish this shape and the world’s reality in which the Self/Spirit incarnates 
himself. From then on, the Self becomes King within his kingdom.  

At the moment of the incarnation, the Self produces or creates his incarnation’s body, 
passing by all the stages of genetics and human biology. This is why during his 
progression in a short cycle human environment, by accumulating energy and becoming 
more and more intelligent, the Self’s intelligence works his way up the Knowledge’s 
echelons towards superior levels of reality. The esotericists name this the Ascent. 

During an incarnation cycle, the Self is wrapped by the ego : a magnetic field which 
preserves him and prevents him from progressing too quickly. This in order for him to be 
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able to make his consciousness benefit from the experiences which he collects within 
these 3rd density short cycles’ duality worlds. 
(See Dialogue n°29 : The ego’s multidimensional origin & The trans-dimensional path of 
the soul https://bienvenussurlanouvelleterre.jimdofree.com/2014-dialogue-29/)


This Self will therefore have to learn to free himself from his ego (without “committing 
suicide or suiciding himself ”, such as the ordinary human being does it by resisting, 2

fighting, getting outraged, etc.), in order for him to be able in a more or less closer 
future (this is where the notion of movement’s speed in space-time intervenes), to merge 
with his Superior Self who will transform himself into the Future Self in order to, at that 
moment, start his progression within the long cycle’s densities of reality, participating 
directly and in “full consciousness and knowledge of the facts”, in the worlds’ planning. 

Obviously, this analysis of the human being’s quantum reality, had been inspired by the 
Angel, our Future Self, to us. Let’s recall it once again, he is the part of our consciousness 
who is not incarnated in the 3rd density worlds, and who however merges more and more 
with our current consciousness. 

In order to make our own consciousness progress and interested according to our 
knowledge seekers’ nature, we therefore have asked him other questions. 



Question to the Angel : 

If we have understood correctly, in the case of Sand’s food processor, other “us”, 
present on other planes, have thereafter also lost rubber pieces of their food 
processor ? 

Maybe they have lost the three pieces, or only found one again, or then discovered an 
additional piece to the three pieces which were placed on the work space ? Possibilities 
are numerous, even infinite ! Finally, should you not have a word with Saint Anthony ? 

 To commit suicide translated in french is « se suicider » and can be divided in « suis » and 2

« cider ». « Suis » is the fist person singular of the verb « to be » and « cider » comes from latin 
word « caedere » meaning to kill. So « suis - cider » means « to kill oneSelf ».
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Without wanting to offend you, on your consciousness stage, things are much more 
complicated than this, as in certain scenarios, you can even be the subjects of a 
phenomenon of shared reality and not of two parallel realities ; both of you, only having at 
that moment, only a piece of the truth ! 

However, there only exists a single consciousness-entity who could know what has truly 
happened to the small rubber piece. This consciousness-entity is the total of all of the 
alter-egos who have lived the same experience as you, on all of the different time-lines 
necessary for the experience’s proceedings. And as you can already suspect, this 
consciousness-entity is your 6th density’s Future Self, who is the first individualized 
expression of the energy of ONE of 7th density, from which everything exists. 

Imagine that maybe somewhere in your future, you find this piece again in the bottom of a 
draw, behind the refrigerator, or even in the car. Would it then be fate ? If you would find it 
again, it is simply because two lines become joints, unfolding in perfect parallels or then 
only becoming a single one again. And it would be the case, if in a close future, 
everything would fall into place ! 

However, more time flows, and more the place of its discovery would be improbable. 
Maybe that you would have even forgotten its function or furthermore that you have 
already discovered it in the past, without recognizing its usefulness ! 

You are getting closer more and more quickly from the kingdom’s border in which “your 
present Self is King”, to the point that you can already feel the symptoms of the “other 
kingdoms- densities’ penetration”. These types of anomalies are the unequivocal signs of 
it. 

These meeting points between the past or future different dimensions towards your 
present, represent these renowned portals through which can happen quantities of 
realities’ interpenetrations, however which generally remain imperceptible by the human 
being’s psyche.  

Sometimes also, pathways open themselves from 4th towards 3rd density. In these 
cases, interferences would come closer to temporal hernias - these latter ones can be 
considered as 4th density’s outpourings within your world’s reality -, which have for effect 
that you stop to perceive time’s flow.


Some of you might have already felt the effects of this realities’ fusion, in which their 
“King Self” in his present time-line, unites himself with another Self coming from other 
“timeless or immaterial” realities. 

These other realities generally contain interesting experiences which sometimes, in 
dreams for example, only manifest themselves under the shape of potentials, however 
which, even as such, are nevertheless lessons bearers.  

Even if they only are generally accessible through dreams, these “other outlines”, being 
potential or real, have accumulated a lot of energy produced by the consciousness who 
has imagined or dreamed them. And it is these other outlines, therefore multiple 
potentials of reality, of which the conscious recollections and unconscious memories are 
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inscribed in the soul’s genetic codes, which, by starting to merge with your present or 
current consciousness, gives to the consciousness a certain mass. 

Your current consciousness is therefore in the process of “downloading” the memories 
coming from these other existence’s planes (real or potential). The lessons seized from 
these other planes represent a sum of knowledge, fastly bringing to your current Self’s 
consciousness’s expansion/increase, in his present kingdom. 

This expansion of the Self, via Knowledge, henceforth prepares you to the progression 
towards the superior realities’ planes. This progression is determined by a 
“predisposition” of the Self, who such as an electric resistance, accumulates energy by 
enriching himself of all of the knowledge mass that the soul had gathered during its 
incarnations. This, in the aim to elevate himself towards the 4th density, in this short 
cycles’ end of period. 

Therefore, in the same way that your consciousness enriches itself of the experiences 
coming from these other experiences’ planes, your soul grows. And as your current body 
always remains your soul’s extension within your current present, it also enriches itself of 
these physical memories, often traumatic, which have used it, made it suffer, even killed it 
during its incarnations’ cycles, on other reality’s planes.  

It is for this reason that your hormonal and biological system feels and exudes the 
accumulation of its memories by great periods of tiredness, then sometimes by sudden 
spikes of fever. These tiredness periods often begin with an uncontrollable need to sleep, 
caused by the 4th density’s energies’ penetration, in which your Future Self delivers to 
you his information packages. 

Therefore, more the time of the transition draws itself closer, more the other “Selves 
answer the call” of your current Self, in order to “assemble him” or to merge with “him” 
from these other realities.  

At the moment of the transition, there will be the definitive fusion of all of these parallel 
realities. Your present Self will then see all of his DNA chains reconstituted, then 
increased. This fusion of all of your Selves scattered over other planes, will generate an 
extremely high energy, so that from that moment on, you become a new Being : the new 
Human ! 
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Question to the Angel : 

Finally, when our consciousness manifests its reality, it becomes quite obvious that 
the perception that we have of the ordinary human’s one, appears to us as so 
frightening and foul-smelling. How is it still possible that our two worlds are able to 
continue to cohabit together ? 

We have always said that the 4th STO density will coexist during a certain time with the 
STS reality ! This is already starting to realize itself. Henceforth, notice with great attention 
the last bounces of this planetary series. Duality is in full swing, isn’t it ? The electoral 
frauds due to the SCTYL system - Dominion Voting Systems (https://qactus.fr/2020/11/18/q-
infos-kraken-les-ordinaires-scytl/) will be little by little revealed to an emotionally traumatized 
public who will revolt himself all over the planet. Perfectly planned, this peoples’ uprising 
will give even more emotional energy to the STS entities of 4th density, who will make a 
memorable feast out of it. 

This programmed software by the deep State’s computer engineers had been established 
nearly in all of the countries where it was supposed to impose its agenda in order to serve 
the masters of 4th density. And as you may know, this system had already been 
established for the elections of Sarkozy in France. Formerly, other fraud or bribery 
methods were used, being a bit more “assertive” or lethal, however as effective.  

For the moment still in the United-States, because of certain karmic outlines, the two 
globalists and non-globalists clans persist to confront themselves in dead-end battles. 
However, here also, be wary of appearances. The Trump clan and the Biden clan play the 
same sheet of music and both have the same conductor ! They are guided by the STS 
corpus of 4th density in order to make the performance until the grand final. In France, 
president Macron (or his clone), whom at many times has violated the Constitution of the 
4th of October 1958 in order to serve his masters, will also have to go until the end of his 
performance. Him also, repeats a yet unsolved important karma ! 

However, for the moment, the ordinary humans, rebellious spectators of this duel, are still 
hoping for the victory of one or another in order for them to be able to continue their 
working slave condition ! Admittedly, maybe in better circumstances, however slaves of 
this matrix of 3rd density anyway ! 

On your level, as you have understood in substance what is being hatched over the 
planet, we can only warn you to remain detached of this performance which only is a 
trickery for the people who are still hypnotized by their own illusion. Therefore, it is not 
about the place where you contemplate the performance which ascertains your reality, 
however it is more about “who you are and what you see”. 

So, the more you accept to see all of your world’s realities such as they are, the more you 
will awaken yourselves to truth ! And it is precisely your consciousness which represents 
the binder of all of these realities, and this obviously, independently from the place where 
you are !
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The 4th STS density is reigned over by inalienable laws established by the aliens 
themselves. The one who contravenes them - as it is currently the case for certain aliens 
dressed-up into political men who persist in wanting to hide the range of lie through lies -, 
banishes himself from his own future.  
Many have sowed the wind, they henceforth reap the whirlwind ! Isn’t it easy to 
understand ? 

Question to the Angel : 

By noticing the progress of digital technology, we have determined that the Artificial 
Intelligence (A.I), was already widely exceeding the ordinary human being’s 
capacities. However, we also know that the “full and total digital technology” is an 
omen of the end of the current modern humanity.  
Would A.I still be operational in the densities and the superior planes ? 

In your opinion, where do all of these digital technologies come from ? 
We had already informed you that they were legacies from a certain category of temporal 
travelers, who had returned back to their past in order to repair certain mistakes and also 
a poisoned gift from the 4th density’s Orion predators.  

At first sight, digital technology is therefore not comparable to Artificial Intelligence. At 
least, it shouldn’t be ! Developed by certain STS entities in order to facilitate the 3rd 
density’s working slaves’ everyday life and to offer them virtual free times which would 
help them to disconnect them from their reality, this technology remains subdued to the 
user’s goodwill. At this level, by making a call to his free-will and to his consciousness, he 
therefore still can choose to make the use of it or not, a moderated and constructive use 
of it. 

The information technology units, on the contrary of your laptops, are endlessly more 
evolved in 4th density. However, the STS entities have arrived at an excess use of it, to 
the point where certain of their worlds already are totally under their control. 

These information technology entities having entirely become autonomous, constitute this 
Artificial Intelligence of whom the STS are so proud of, because thanks to it, your dear 
predators have managed to enslave and operate most of the 3rd density’s worlds.  

A.I has therefore become a super automated technology, autonomous gifted of 
intelligence, however with no consciousness, nor ethical codes, which could regulate it or 
stop it. It is finally just about to turn itself against its inventors in order to destroy their 
worlds. Would it not already be the scenario which is happening under your eyes ? 

Rabelais had said : “Science without conscience is nothing but ruin to the soul”. And 
without soul, the true life slowly removes itself from your ancient world. 

Transmitted by Sand and Jenaël 
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